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Abstract

There are many schemes proposed on mental poker so far. Most of them are based on the composition of each

player’s private permutation of cards. Yet, each one is either too complex or has some drawbacks in it. In other words,

no solution has come to reality. In this paper, we propose a permutation-free method, i.e. a bit commitment scheme,

along with the RSA cryptosystem (Cryptography–Theory and Practice, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 1995; Public-key,

Cryptography, Springer, Berlin, 1996) to implement the mental poker game. It is not only simple but also concise in

concept. � 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Much attention has been devoted to investiga-
ting the feasibility of playing mental poker on the
Internet [3]. In 1979, Shamir et al. [12] proposed a
method for playing poker games over the telephone
between two players. However, Lipton found some
shortcomings in their scheme [4]. Two years later,
Goldwasser and Micali fixed the drawbacks by
using probabilistic encryption. Unfortunately,
their methods work just for two players [5]. In
1983, Banary and Furedi presented a simple poker

protocol for three or more players. However, it is
unable to minimize the players’ collusion [6]. If any
players want to share their knowledge, they should
learn not only each other’s hands, but their oppo-
nent’s hands as well. In 1985, Fortune and Merritt
proposed a protocol, based on the Banary–Furedi
protocol, trying to solve the collusion problem. It
needs a ‘‘Card Salesman’’ as a trusted party and
cannot return one or more cards to the deck and
reshuffle it. In their protocol, we must buy a new
deck from the card salesman for every hand of
poker each time we play [7]. In 1985, Yung pre-
sented a poker protocol using oblivious transfer
and number embedding methods with a minimal
assumption: there is no collusion between players
[8], but their concept and computation are so
complex. Cr�eepeau presented two protocols in 1986
and 1987 respectively: the former was incomplete in
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the confidentiality of strategy, and the latter
claimed to be the first complete solution to the
mental poker game [9,10]. But in our view, there
are still some weaknesses in it. For their lack of
trusted third party (TTP), the dealing of cards may
be unfair. Moreover, the coalition problem is not
minimized. In 1991, Kurosawa et al. presented a
mental poker protocol. Their card representation
focuses on the sum of all players’ random numbers
rather than permutations. Yet, the method they
used is complex and thus impractical [11]. Kuros-
awa et al. also presented a poker protocol in 1997,
in addition to their complex computation as [11],
when comparing with our method, they also con-
fine their protocol to honest players and need a
trusted party as well for their using p (which no
player knows) to permute the 52 cards [13]. The
other two papers about electronic gambling are
[14,15]. However, they either just dealt with pure
luck games or two-party game with a TTP. The
collusion-free protocol of casino in Ref. [14] is
based on the assumption that there is no secret
communication link among any players, e.g.,
players to players or players to the dealer. On the
other hand, in reality, this assumption is seldom to
occur because of the usage of personal communi-
cation tool, such as mobile telephone.

2. Fragile permutation-based poker

There are many protocols based on permuta-
tion. This is the origin of their fragility. They are
easy to suffer from coalition just by one player’s
revealing his permutation to another. For exam-
ple, in the three-player (Alice, Bob and Charles)
game of Ref. [6], each player has his own random
permutation of the deck, A, B, and C respectively.
If the players, Bob and Charles collude, then the
player Charles can obtain all the cards in the hand
of the player Bob. Furthermore, the player Charles
can use the permutation CA�1 (where A�1 repre-
sents the inverse of A) of the player Bob to solve
AðHAÞ which is all the cards in the player Alice’s
hand after her permutation. The Cr�eepeau protocol
uses each player’s permutation to operate on a
card. By using his method, we check the two-
player version: When player Pj wants to get a card,

he picks a card v and marks ‘‘used’’. Afterwards,
he uses this v to ask player Pi to compute his
permutation on this card. Let pi be a permutation
for player Pi, for i ¼ 1 to n. The result is denoted as
pi(v). Then player Pj operates his permutation on
pi(v) and obtains card pjpi(v). In this way, though
player Pi may not know the right position of card v
after the composition of the permutation in player
Pj’s hand, player Pi can know player Pj’s card set.
This is a serious drawback. Let three players, Pi, Pj
and Pk, be included in the game of the multi-player
version of Cr�eepeau protocol. If player Pi colludes
with player Pj, that is, if player Pi knows the pri-
vate permutation of player Pj, then he knows pi

and pj. Since the card’s public form in each
player’s hand is pkpjpi(v), player Pi can deduce the
pk of player Pk on v by tracing the composition of
the permutation of card v. That is why this method
is subjected to the necessity for each hand of the
game, each player must choose a new permutation.
Besides, in the multi-player version, Cr�eepeau pro-
tocol has the same serious drawback as in the two-
player version, player Pl can know any players Pi’s
card set.

3. Mental poker game

We describe the specifications, card sets and
operations of a mental poker game as follows.

3.1. The specifications of the mental poker game [8]

For any number of players to play a fair
‘‘mental poker game’’, they need the following
protocols:

(1) A protocol for reading cards: one player
reads one card at a time from a deck that has
not been read yet.
(2) Protocols for other game steps: opening a
card, discarding cards from the player’s hand,
exchanging cards with other players, selecting
a card from other player’s hand, etc. in a secure
and checkable manner.
(3) A protocol for game management: compos-
ing and managing all the game steps to form a
complete mental poker game.
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3.2. Card sets and operations [8]

When the game is going, there are some cards
on the table or in players’ hands and some oper-
ations occur. Here we define private card set,
public card sets and operations as follows.

3.2.1. Definition of private card set

Only player Pi that owns it can know the cards.

HPi : the card set in the hand of player Pi.

3.2.2. Definition of public card sets

(1) Card-set: the card set fc1; c2; c3; . . . ; cwg for
w cards.

(2) Tabopen: the cards that are face-up on the
table.

(3) Discard: the cards that are inactive till the
end of the game.

(4) UsedPi : the cards that belong to the player Pi
which are now face-up on the table.

(5) Deck: the card set which is face-down on the
table and equals to

Card-set�
[

8i
HPi �

[

8i
UsedPi

� Tabopen�Discard:

3.2.3. Operations

When the game is going, there are some activ-
ities (operations) held. For instance, the dealer (or
TTP) shuffles cards or distributes cards, player Pi
changes a card with another player Pj; . . . ; and so
on. We will mention the details in Section 5.2.

4. Using a bit commitment scheme

In this paper, we use a permutation-free scheme,
a bit commitment scheme, to implement the mental
poker game. Firstly, we define some notations.

4.1. Notations and definitions

n n ¼ pq, n is public to the players, where p
and q are large primes,

N number of players,

b b 2 Z2,
x x 2 Z	

n ,
f ðb; xÞ function f publicly known to the players is

called a bit commitment scheme. It is an
encryption method of b and its output in Z	

n
is called a blob. When one wants to use f
to produce a blob, he uses a b and a ran-
dom x as the parameters of the function f ,

QNRn quadratic nonresidue modulo n,
m m is public to the players, m 2 QNRn and

m 2 Z	
n ,

X a vector composed of the order of all the x
values that have been used in the function f,

B a vector composed of the order of all the
blobs that have been produced by the
function f,

Xi a vector represents the X portion of card ci,
Bi a vector represents the B portion of card ci,
TTP trusted third party,
Ssi(M) signature of message M with player Pi’s

private key si,
Sst(M) signature of message M with TTP’s private

key st,
Ekj(M) encryption of message M with player Pj’s

public key kj,
iSB equals to Ssi(B),
iPX equals to Eki(X).

4.2. The basic concept of our method and its
advantages

The basic concept and advantages of our
method are described as follows.

4.2.1. Basic concept
There are two good properties that a bit com-

mitment scheme possesses [1]:
(1) Concealing: none of the players can deter-

mine the value b from the blob. In other words, a
blob reveals no information about the value x
provided that the quadratic residue problem is
infeasible.

(2) Binding: the sender can open the blob later
by revealing the value of x to convince the receiver
that b was the committed value.

Suppose our bit commitment function f ðb; xÞ
equals to mbx2 mod n and there exists two dif-
ferent bits b0 and b1 that satisfy the equation
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mb1X 2 
 mb0X 2 mod n. Afterwards, the receiver can
argue that the card received is not the one from the
sender. However, this situation is impossible. Be-
cause if mx2 equals to x2 mod n for b1 6¼ b0, then it
implies that m 
 1mod n which is a contradiction
to the predefined value m 2 QNRn.

In conclusion, one can transfer a card to another
secretly, undeniably and unalterably. The players
can encode the cards at will; for example, the
players can encode the 52 cards as c1 ¼ 010010,
c2 ¼ 100011; . . . ; c52 ¼ 011100 (here, we take the
card length r ¼ 6 and w ¼ 52 as an example), which
are the 52 random strings known to players.

4.2.2. Method and advantages
Our approach uses a bit commitment scheme to

randomly choose a x to encrypt one bit b of a
card’s coded form. Its output is called a blob. If
the card’s coded form has r bits in length, we will
produce r blobs by repeating same scheme and
collect r blobs as a vector B (here, we can consider
the vector B as the marked back of a real world
poker card). The r randomly chosen various x’s
are collected as a vector X in accordance with the
order of the blobs. Whenever player Pi wants to
send a card to player Pj, he uses the function f
with the desired b’s and x’s to produce the vector
ðB;X Þ for that card. Firstly, he sends to player Pj
the iSB. If a hacker obtains the vector B, he will
not have any ways to get anyone of the r b’s due to
the concealed property of the blobs. When player
Pj receives the iSB, he decrypts it and gets the
vector B. Thus, he has the evidence that he has
received the card in blob form. Afterwards, player
Pi sends to player Pj the jPX that can be used to get
the corresponding bit comprised in each blob.
Thus, player Pj can get the card. If the sender
(player Pi) repudiates the particular card that he
has sent, the receiver can indicate the iSB and the
jPX he has received. The successful probability
that any of the players can successfully forge the
vector X is equivalent to the probability that a bit
commitment scheme can be broken. If the receiver
claims that the card received is not the card sent by
the sender, the sender can also indicate the iSB and
the jPX . Therefore, it is impossible for the receiver
to change a particular card he has received. Be-
sides, assume that a hacker has the corresponding

vectors B and X , he cannot get the card because of
the secrecy of the function f and the cards’ coded
forms. In other words, the hacker has little op-
portunity to obtain any information about the
card. This is the overall working structure of our
scheme. We delineate our method using r ¼ 6 in
Fig. 1.

5. Proposed scheme

Now we present the concernment of the poker
game as follows.

5.1. Card expression

Before playing the game, we need to prepare
a deck of w cards. Each card is composed of r
bits. Each player confirms that each card is unique
and corresponds to one of the w cards in reality
of the poker game. Here, we take w ¼ 52 as an
example.

5.2. Elementary operations

5.2.1. Trusted third party shuffling cards (preparing
a new deck) (OP1)

Each time when we want to hold another game
or the Deck on the table is used up, we need to
shuffle the cards (the 52 cards or the cards in the
Tabopen [Discard). To do this, TTP produces the
corresponding vector v ¼ ðB;X Þ using function f
for each card expression in the new formed Deck.
In other words, the cards in the Deck are repre-
sented as vectors vk ¼ ðBk;XkÞ, k ¼ 1 to p.

5.2.2. Trusted third party distributing cards to
players (OP2)

Each time TTP distributes a card, he randomly
chooses a card vk in the Deck and distributes the B
portion of vk to player Pi from the Deck in the
form tSB. Afterwards, TTP sends the X portion of
vk in the form of iPX to player Pi. Thus player Pi
can get the card vk in bit form. In addition, in our
scheme, the action between the distributing of one
card from TTP and a player reading a card from
the Deck is the same. After the distributing of the
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card, TTP removes the card vk from the Deck.
Player Pi adds the card to HPi .

5.2.3. Pi exchanging a card with Pj (OP3)
When Pi and Pj both want to exchange cards,

originally, ck in HPi and cs in HPj , they conduct the
following steps:
Step 0: Pi using function f to represent the card

ck in the form ðBk;XkÞ and Pj using function f to
represent the card cs in the form ðBs;XsÞ.
Step 1: Pi sends the Bk of the card ck in HPi in

iSB form to Pj.
Step 2: Pj sends the Bs of the card cs in HPj in

jSB form to Pi.
Step 3: Pi sends the Xk of the card ck in jPX form

to Pj.
Step 4: Pj sends the Xs of the card cs in iPX form

to Pi.
Step 5: Pi uses Xs to compute with Bs and ob-

tains the card cs.

Step 6: Pj uses Xk to compute with Bk and ob-
tains the card ck.
Step 7: Pi removes the card ck from HPi and Pj

removes the card cs from HPj .
Step 8: Pi adds the card cs to HPi and Pj adds the

card ck to HPj .

5.2.4. Pi revealing a card to tabopen (OP4)
When Pi wants to reveal his card, he just throws

out the bit-form card from his hand to the Tab-
open. Pi removes the card from HPi , and then adds
the card to Tabopen.

5.2.5. Pi discarding a card to sets, discard or UsedPi
(OP5)

When Pi wants to discard his card, he just
throws out the bit-form card from his hand to the
set Discard or to the set UsedPi . Pi removes the
card from HPi , and then adds the card to the set
Discard or to the set UsedPi .

Fig. 1. Player Pi sends a card, ck , to player Pj.
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5.2.6. Pi reading a card from tabopen (OP6)
When Pi wants to read a card from Tabopen, he

just takes the bit-form card from Tabopen. Pi re-
moves the card from Tabopen. Therefore, every
player knows the card is read by Pi. Afterwards, Pi
adds the card to HPi .

5.2.7. Pi reading a card from the deck (OP7)
In our protocol, the action that player Pi reads a

card from the Deck is the same as that TTP dis-
tributes a card to Pi (OP2).

5.2.8. Pi reading a card from Pj (OP8)
When Pi wants to read a card cs from Pj, firstly,

Pj uses function f to encode all the bit-form cards
into ðB;X Þ form, then Pj sends the B portion of all
the cards in the form of jSB in HPj to Pi. Pi selects
one and returns the others back to Pj. Pj sends the
Xs of the selected card cs in the form iPX to Pi.
Thus, Pi can get the card cs. Pi adds the card cs to
HPi . Pj removes the card cs from HPj .

5.2.9. Pi passing (OP9)
Pi does nothing.

5.3. Game playing

After defining the elementary actions, we can
simulate a poker game successively as follows.

5.3.1. Initializing phase
Before the poker game begins, the TTP pre-

pares the following public and private information
for the players and himself:

(1) Public information to players and TTP:
function f, public keys of each player and
TTP, a deck of 52 cards in bit form known to
each player.
(2) Secret information: private keys of each
player and TTP.

5.3.2. Playing phase
According to the rules of the poker game type,

we can invoke the different elementary actions to
achieve the game.

5.3.3. Checking phase
When the game is going, all the iSB’s, tSB’s,

jPX’s, bit-form cards and their corresponding
players’ ID in the occurrences of any operations
are recorded to provide the checking after the
game ends for the TTP (the TTP has all the private
keys of all the players) to ensure that the right card
is played by the right player and also the unique-
ness of all the cards.

5.4. Example

An example of our approach is for the popular
poker game Poker in which the players need to
read a card from the Deck, discard a card to the
Discard or pass. All the actions can be achieved
just by using the OP2 (OP7), OP4 or OP9 opera-
tions.

6. Analysis and comparison

6.1. Analysis

Our approach uses the bit commitment and
RSA public key schemes [2]. Therefore, the secu-
rity of our system is based on the infeasible com-
putation of the quadratic residue problem (QRP)
or the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) in Z	

n for
bit commitment schemes (we know that the bit
commitment scheme can be based on QRP or
DLP) and on the infeasible computation of the
factorization problem of the RSA scheme.

In our method, the vector B can be viewed as the
back of a card in reality that is known by sender Pi
but unknown to receiver Pj. In more details, as in
OP8, when Pj wants to select a card ck randomly
from Pi, he selects its back form Bk that is known to
Pi but unknown to Pj from Hpi. After that, Pi has to
send the corresponding Xk to Pj without cheating;
otherwise, any X besides Xk will not match the Bk

due to the bit commitment scheme. Therefore, this
can exactly simulate the real poker reading opera-
tion, such as OP8 in our method and that is the
main reason why other methods are complicated
and hard to understand. In our scheme, there are
only four operations using of both the bit com-
mitment scheme and the RSA scheme, OP1, OP2,
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OP3 and OP8. The others use merely the RSA
scheme. For more simply speaking, due to the em-
ployment of TTP, we can go one step further to
reduce the number of operations using the bit
commitment scheme and the RSA scheme into two
only, the OP3 and OP8. In reality, the situation of
OP3 seldom occurs. Therefore, we can almost
confirm that our scheme has just one operation OP8
using both the bit commitment scheme and the
RSA cryptosystem. The other operations use only
the RSA scheme to transport the bit-form cards.

6.2. Comparison

With the vector B and the vector X, our method
can work consistently to a real poker game. We list
the differences between our approach and other
proposed methods in Table 1. The property
‘‘minimized coalition’’ means that if any players
share their knowledge, they cannot learn any
others’ hands except the colluding players. In ad-
dition, the property ‘‘provably or computationally
secure’’ means the function used in the corre-
sponding method is computationally infeasible or
provably secure.

7. Discussion

7.1. Collusion problem

The collusion problem has focus on intensive
attention of many researchers, such as [16–20] in
recent years. It is still an open problem in mental

poker game or in other protocols, such as key
agreement protocols [21]. In our mental poker
game, we also must make an assumption that there
is no collusion problem among players.

7.2. Why trusted third party needed

When playing a mental poker game, at the be-
ginning, each player has to have some fair dis-
tributed cards in his/her hand. We call the initial
hand of player Pi as ihandi. In our method, the
cards in ihandi, 16 i6N , are obtained from the
Deck. In order to ensure the fairness of card dis-
tributing among players, the Deck needs to be
unknown to anyone. This is the reason why we
need a TTP. Let us suppose that, there is no TTP,
if there occurs the collusion phenomenon among
any players; the dealing of cards is unfair.

Fact. If there is no TTP, the dealing of cards in the
mental poker game will be uncertain to be fair.

Justification. Suppose there are N players, P1;
P2; . . . ; PN , the 52 cards in a Deck are represented
as c1; c2; . . . ; c52 and there is no TTP in the game.
Without loss of generality, we assume that N � 1
of the players collude, such as, P1; P2; . . . ; PN�1.
When the N players need to shuffle the cards, de-
spite which means they use, there is a possibility
that the colluding players, P1; P2; . . . ; PN�1, know
which card comes from the 52 cards. For example,
without loss of generality, assume that the se-
quence of the operations on card ci by the N � 1
players is 1; 2; . . . ;N � 1; ON�1 . . .O2O1(ci) (IO),

Table 1

The differences between mental poker protocols proposed so far

Method Players Minimized coalition Simple in concept Provably or computa-

tionally secure

Need trusted

party

[5] 2
p p

[6] P 3
p

[7] P 2
p p p

[8] P 2
p p

[9] P 2
p

[10] P 2
p

[11] P 2
p p p

[13] P 2
p p p

Our method P 2
p p p p

Method [i] represents the method described in the ith paper listed in the references.
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then the colluders know the corresponding rela-
tionship between the original card ci and the in-
termediate result IO. Though the IO must undergo
the operation by player N further, ONON�1 . . .O2O1

(ci), each player in the colluding set can record the
corresponding relationship between the original
card ci and the outcome ONON�1 . . .O2O1 (ci) (O).
Yet, the player N has no idea about the cor-
responding relationship between the original card
ci and the outcome O. That is why we need a
TTP. �

7.3. Why iSB not in the Form Ssi (j,B), When Pj
wants to select a card from HPi

We know that in the asymmetric key system,
the identifier j of player Pj within the scope of the
signature prevents Pj from sending the signed B
onto another player and impersonating player Pi.
However, in our system, the identifier j in the
signature is unnecessary for that we have the jPX
and the two properties of the bit commitment.
That is, if player Pj wants to send a card to another
player Pk and impersonate player Pi, not only
should he (player Pj) send Ssi(B) to Pk but also send
him (player Pk) the kPX , the right X in the kPX is
from the jPX he received from player Pi. If it is
under this situation, it will contradict the unique-
ness of the cards and be detected in the checking
phase. (Another case is for Pj to select a card from
TTP, in this case, the relationship is why
tSBð¼ SstðBÞÞ not in the form Sstðj;BÞ and the
reason is the same as mentioned above.)

In addition, as to the X vector, we can also use
hash function H to hash it, e.g., PjðX ; SsiðHðX ÞÞÞ to
assure the integrity of X for player Pj, but this
again is unnecessary for the two properties of a bit
commitment scheme.

7.4. Environment of the game

In our scheme, we make an assumption that
there is no collusion problem. However, indeed,
we have no way to guarantee. The only thing we
can do is to make the environment become simple,
secure and efficient on the Internet [21]. Moreover,
in a legal gamble, one might use the key escrow
system with key distribution to improve the col-

lusion phenomenon. For example, all pairs in the
system may escrow their session keys first, and
then the law enforcement agent can successfully
wiretap the communication messages to decrypt
the suspicious communication. Our method is easy
to construct for this application, compared with
other complex methods proposed so far.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have used the nice properties of
the bit commitment scheme to enable the secure
transfer of a card. Our method is simpler and more
concise compared to all other protocols. Since our
approach has no cheating and repudiation, prop-
erties needed as the basic requirement in a gamble
during the operation, e.g., OP8, taken by two
players because of the binding property of b and the
receiving of the blobs as the evidence. The hacker
may know the function f and the coded form of the
52 cards, but there is no way for him to get the
decrypted form of the encrypted vector X. As for
the collusion problem, there is no efficient solution
so far. Here, we may adopt the key escrow system
into our mental poker game to make collusion-free
become feasible. Finally, we also design a checking
phase in the last phase of the game that is achieved
by TTP to assure the uniqueness of all the cards.
Thus, we can have a nice mental poker game.
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